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P R E P A 0 E 
The study of d i f f e ren t !ab le manifolds with ce r t a in 
s t ruc tu res defined by tenso'r ial re la t ions has assumed much 
importance in recent years due to i t s appl icat ions in Phy-
s i c a l Sciences and a t t r ac t ed the a t t en t ion of many mathe-
mat ic ians . The study was i n i t i a t e d by A. Weil and Ehresmann 
i n 194-7 by defining the Almost Complex S t ruc tu re , Later , 
Gray (1959) and Sasaki (i960) extended t h i s study by d e f i -
ning Almost Contact and a l l i ed s t r u c t u r e s . In 1976, I .Sato 
[^  |o ] has defined an almost paracontact s t ruc tu re on a 
d i f f e r en t i ab l e manifold and has studied some of i t s proper-
t i e s . Recently, a lo t of contr ibut ion has been made by 
S. I . Hiisain, A. Sharfuddin and Sharief Deshmukh in the 
theory of almost paracontact mahifolds. 
The present d i s s e r t a t i o n comprises f ive chapters . 
Chapter 1 i s in t roductory and studies basic def in i t ions 
and known r e s u l t s on almost paracontact and r - i t - s t ruc tu res 
which are relevant to the subsequent chapters . 
Chapter I I defines and studies ((|), -j^ , !_ )-connexions 
on almost paracontact manifolds. We have obtained the c r i -
t e r ion under which t h i s manifold admits a symmetric 
((|,-^ » "L )-connexion. 
In Chapter III, employing the technique of G.J.Hsu 
C 6 3, we have shown that almost paracontact manifolds 
carry a natural 3~7t-struGture • Using the theory of r-rc-
structures, we have obtained man.y interesting results for 
almost paracontact manifolds. 
In Chapter IV, we have considered the problem of 
determining most general ((j),-^ , *|_)-connection and have 
studied the curvature properties of (j)-connexions on almost 
paracontact manifolds. 
In the last chapter, we consider the hmndle of linear 
frames over an almost paracontact manifold and study the 
linear connexion defined on this bundle. We have also given 
a necessary and sufficient condition for an n~dimensional 
differentiable manifold to admit an almost paracontact struc-
ture in terms of homogeneous holonomy group of the linear 
connexion. 
Each chapter has been divided into articles. Eor con-
venience the theorems, corollaries and equations have been 
numbered following the decimal system : e.g. (2.3.4) stands 
for the fourth number equation of article third in Chapter II, 
The thes i s ends with a small bibliography, which 
by no means i s exhaustive on the subject but contains 





The study of differential geometry of n-dimensional space 
(n > 3), was initiated by Riemann in 1847, which later on 
gained the momentum by the work of Beltrami (1S68), Chris-
toff el (1869) and lipschitz (I869). In 1930 Schouten and 
Dantzing studied the geometry of complex space of complex 
dimension n. Later on A. Weil (1947), pointed out that on axi 
even-dimensional manifold there exists a (1,1) tensor field 
f such that its square is minus unity, and he called such 
manifolds almost complex manifolds. A complex manifold is an 
almost complex manifold, however, the converse is not always 
true. Nijenhuis (l95l) introduced a tensorial condition under 
which the converse holds. He introduced a (1,2) tensor called 
Wijenhuis tensor, the vanishing of which is the necessary and 
sufficient condition for an almost complex manifold to he a 
complex manifold. It is well known that a necessary and suffi-
cient condition for even dimensional manifold to be an almost 
complex manifold is that the structural group of its tangent 
bundle can "be reduced to U(n). 
In 1933, K'ahler considered complex manifolds with a 
RiemaJinian connection lAtoicli leaves the (1,1) tensor f 
covar iant constant; these are given the name ''K'dhler mani-
f o l d s ' ' . In 1890 S. l i e studied a 1-form on a d i f fe ren t iah le 
manifold sa t i s fy ing 
P P+1 
IM^^) ;^  0 and <dl ) = 0, 
i n connection with ' 'The wave front and Huygen's p r i n c i p l e ' ' , 
which he called the contact form. Gray (1959) has shown tha t 
a contact manifold (manifold carrying a contact form) is 
odd-dimensional and the s t r u c t u r a l group of i t s tangent htm-
dle Can be reduced to U(n) X 1. Thus such manifolds can be 
considered as an odd-dimensional analogue of complex manifolds. 
Due to i t s appl ica t ions to physical sciences and 
R e l a t i v i t y , the study of d i f fe ren t iab le manifolds carrying 
c e r t a i n s t ruc tu res , defined by t enso r i a l r e l a t ions has a t t r a c -
ted the a t ten t ion of many Eminent mathematicians. 
In I960 S, Sasaki, has considered the odd-Jimensional 
manifolds whose s t ruc tu ra l group can be reduced to U(n) X 1 , 
as odd-4imensional analogue of almost complex manifolds and 
c a l l e d them almost con tac t man i fo lds . He has a lso shown t h a t 
on an almost con tac t manifold, t h e r e e x i s t s a globally-
def ined t r i p l e t ((|),g.,*L) s a t i s f y i n g 
2 
(j) = - I + t » g _ , * L ( S ) = 1, Ht,) = 0 , V ^ = 0-
When (j) = d'L » an almost con tac t manifold co inc ides wi th 
a con tac t manifold , i s an aftalogue to Kahler c o n d i t i o n , 
Sasaki has put the fo l lowing cond i t i on on an almost c o n t a c t 
manifold 
(D^ (1>)(Y) = t (Y)X - g(X,Y)g. , 
where D i s Riemannian connec t ion , and c a l l e d i t a SasaJcian 
manifold . 
1 .2 . ALMOST PRODUCT MANIFOIDS. 
l e t M be an n -d imens iona l d i f f e r e n t i a b l e manifo ld . I f 
t h e r e e x i s t s a (1 ,1 ) t e n s o r f i e l d J on M s a t i s f y i n g 
2 
( 1 . 2 . 1 ) J = I^ 
then M is called an almost product manifold and J, an almost 
product s t ruc ture on M [ 16 J« 
I f in an almost product manifold M, there ex i s t s a 
Riemannian metric g sa t i s fy ing 
(1 .2 .2) g(JX, JY) = g(X, Y), 
then M i s called an almost product metric manifold. 
The following Theorem f 16 ] , gives a charac te r iza t ion 
of almost product manifolds. 
THEOREM 1.2 .1 . A necessary and suff ic ient condit ion 
for an n-dimensional d i f fe ren t i ab le manifold to admit sn almost 
product s t ructure i s that the s t r uc tu r a l group of the tangent 
bundle of the manifold can be reduced to 0(h) XO(n--h), wtiere 
h i s a su i tab ly chosen na tu ra l ntimber. 
I n almost product s t ruc tu re J on M i s said to be 
i n t eg rab l e i f the Nijenhuis tensor N given by 
2 
(1 .2 .5) N(X,Y)= J fx , l ] + [ J X , J Y ] - J [ Z , J Y J - J 1 J X , Y ] = 0, 
X,Y e 3 ^ (M) 
Vanishes. If in an almost product metric manifold M 
( 1 . 2 . 4 ) ( D ^ J ) ^ ) = 0 , 
then M i s c a l l e d an almost product almost decomposable 
man i fo ld . Eq^uations ( 1 . 2 . 1 ) , ( 1 . 2 . 4 ) and Theorem ( l . 2 . l ) , 
show t h a t axi almost product manifold has a c lose semhlance 
wi th almost complex manifold . As we have po in ted out i n 
p r ev ious s e c t i o n , tha t con tac t and almost con tac t manifolds 
a r e odd-dimensional analogues of complex and almost complex 
man i fo lds , one looks for a s t r u c t u r e which i s analogues to 
almost product s t r u c t u r e and has a c l o s e semblance wi th 
almost con tac t s t r u c t u r e as w e l l . These c o n s i d e r a t i o n s lead 
t o the d e f i n i t i o n of almost p a r a c o n t a c t s t r u c t u r e [[ 10 ] as 
g iven in the next s e c t i o n . 
1 .3 . ALMOST PiRACOFTACT MAI^ IPOLDS 
An n-dimensional d i f f e r e n t i a b l e manifold M i s s a i d to 
have an almost pa racon tac t s t r u c t u r e i f t he re e x i s t s a (1 ,1 ) 
t e n s o r f i e l d (j), a vector f i e l d " ^ and a 1-form \ such t h a t 
2 
(1;3.1) (j> = I - * 2 . » a . , / J ( ^ ) = 0, »J_o (j) = 0, »^(e) = 1. 
M together with an almost paracontact s t ruc ture is ca l led an 
6 
almost paracontact manifold. 
Suppose g i s a Rieinannia;n. metric on M which s a t i s -
f i e s the condition 
(1 .3 .2) sm^J) = g(X,Y)-l(2)*i_(Y), g ( X , i ) = 1 ( X ) , 
then M i s cal led an almost paracontact metric manifold, and 
g i s Called an associated metric of M. 
Let us 'consider the product manifold M X R, where M 
i s an almost paracontact manifold and R i s a Real l i n e . 
Denoting the loca l coordinates in M hy x and i n R by x , 
we define a (1,1) t ensor f ie ld P on M X R with loca l 
A 








( A , B = 1 , 2 , . . . , ,n,«»). 
We observe that 
A B 





Thus P defines an almost product structure on M X R. The 
Nijenhuis t en so r of t h i s almost product s t r u c t u r e on M X R 
i s given by 
A E A A E A A 
CB G ^ E B B E B E C C E 
On C a l c u l a t i n g the components of t h i s t e n s o r "by grouping t h e i r 
i n d i c e s i n two groups ( l , 2 , . . . . , n ) and <» we get 
i l i i l ^ i ' ^ ^ . ^ ^ 
jk D 1 k k 1 k 1 D ;j 1 '•j k *-k o 
jk D 1 ^k k ^1 k 1 ^3 3 ^ 1 
'^' = € : a < | ) + ( | ' a S - < l ) a - g : = 7 ^ < | ) 
k 1 k 1 k ^ k 1 " ^ •%. k 
where -r-; means l i e - d e r i v a t i v e with r e s p e c t t o cL • 
k ^ 1 Ck Ci k ^ ^ CK 
i i 
I t has heen shown t h a t f 10 ] , i f H v a n i s h e s , then N , F 
Dk J jk 
i 
and N, v a n i s h . I f N = 0 , t hen the almost p a r a c o n t a c t 
^ jk 
s t r u c t u r e (4 ' » ' ^» C_^ -"-^  ^BX^ to be nDrmal. 
8 
If in an almost paracontact manifold M((|), ^ , "L )» 
the 1-form ^ i s closed, then i t i s called a closed almost 
paracontact manifold. C J' 1 • 
APL almost paracontaot metric manifold M i s ca l led a 
Para-Sasakian manifold i f C "^  "^  ] 
(1.3.4) (Dy (j))(Y) = t(Y)X - 2 1(X) 1 ( T ) ^ + g(X,Y)g. . 
1.4. r -it-STRUGTURES. 
When an an n-dimensional d i f fe ren t i ab le manifold M 
there are given Y" (2 <^ 1^  £ n) d i f f e ren t i ab le d i s t r i bu t ions 
T^  jTp j . . . . ,T^ , which assign JT complementary suhspaces of 
C G 
dimension >^  1 in the complexified tangent space T (T = T. 
+ To + + ^r * d i rec t sum) at each point x (? M, 
then we c a l l M i s with r - n - s t r u c t u r e [ 6 ] . 
Suppose M i s an n-dimensional d i f fe ren t i ab le manifold 
with r -7 i - s t ruc tu re , defined by r" d i f fe ren t iab le d i s t r i b u t i o n 
T^»T2» ' ^ r • I"®* P> be the projec t ion operators of T. • 
"then we have 
(1.4-.2) P-i + P2 + ••••• + Pr ~ ^ » ^^*^ - 1,2,»»»,r)» 
Define a transformation L on T by 
ex 
c 
where I/- is any vector in T , 'X is a non-zero complex number 
.A. 
and 60 (a = 1 , . . . . , r ) are r t h r o o t s of xmity. I t i s c l e a r t h a t 
ct 
( 1 . 4 . 3 ) A U^) = 'A^S of P a ^ (1 < s < r ) , 
a a 
Thus -we have 
( 1 . 4 . 4 ) I. ( ^ ) = ^ f> i . e . L = ^ ' ' l . 
i 
Thus on M there exists a tensor field P. which at each 
J 
p o i n t of M induces L. Hence we have from ( 1 . 4 . 4 ) 
ri i 1^ V-1 r i (1.4.5) P = \ \ ^ = A 6 . 
3 ^1 ^2 j ^ i 
The tensor P. is called the fundamental tensor of the 
r-n-struG ture« 
r n ^ 
C . J . Hsu L ^ J» has in t roduced a t e n s o r t analogt)UjS 
10 
t o iTijeniiuis t en so r g iven by 
i 1 3?-1V p t q P * q . v 
t = ~ - S i [ - r (6 P + 6 F ^ ) 
1 r - 1 s j s k p t - 2 s q t~2s 
Z P * P ' ( 6 . P 5 + 6, P.^ )] 
2 s=o j k ''l ^1 ^1 •'1 
r - t r - t 1 • 
" n n -n - ^ 
and has shown t h a t a necessa ry and s u f f i c i e n t c o n d i t i o n for 
i 
t h e r -7 t - s t ruc tu r e to be i n t e g r a b l e i s t h a t t.-^ = 0 . 
A l i n e a r connec t ion which l e a v e s the fundamental t e n s o r 
of r - K - s t r u c t u r e o o v a r i a n t / i s c a l l e d a n - c o n n e c t i o n . 
We s t a t e the fo l lowing theoron on i t - connec t ion £ 6 j . 
i 
THEORM 1 . 4 . 1 . Let P be a l inea;r connec t ion . Tnen 
the connect ion P given by 
D'k 
- i i 1 r - 1 sp r - s . 1 .i "^ ^^ A C s { 
3k jk ^ -^^ s=1 ^ 3 1 r JK X^ | 7 / J ^ c L K ' c y 
i s a n - connec t ion , where ^ , i s any t e n s o r . 
11 
THEOREM 1.4.2. There e x i s t s a it-connection having 
i 
the to rs ion t of the considered r -n -a t ruc tu re as i t s 
t o r s ion tensor . 
CHAPTER I I 
S. Sasaki and. Y, Hatakeyama C H ] have s t u d i e d c e r t a i n 
connec t ions on an. almost con tac t manifold which l eaves ( j ) , "^ 
and \_ CO v a r i a n t c o n s t a n t . I n t h i s chap te r we have s t ud i ed 
the e x i s t e n c e and p r o p e r t i e s of a f f ine connect ions on an almost 
p a r a c o n t a c t manifold which l e aves t h e s t r u c t u r e t e n s o r s ( j ) , "^ 
and *!_ CO v a r i a n t c o n s t a n t . 
2 , 1 . AFFIKE COFWECTIOIT WHICH LEAVES (|) GOVARIAIIT 
CONSTANT. 
In t h i s s e c t i o n we s tudy an a f f i ne connec t ion vriiich 
l e a v e s the (1 ,1 ) t e n s o r f i e l d (^  of an almost p a r a c o n t a c t 
manifold c o v a r i a n t c o n s t a n t . 
i 
THEOREM 2 , 1 , 1 . Let p be an a r b i t r a r y a f f i n e connec-
dk 
t i o n on an almost p a r a c o n t a c t manifold and def ine a connec t ion 
r"" by 
dk 
>i i i 
r = r + T 




where D^ denotes the covar i an t d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n with r e s p e c t 
i - i i 
t o f~" , Then f" l eaves (j) covaria;nt c o n s t a n t , 
dk jk j 
PROOP. Let II denote the covariaJ i t d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n 
~ i 
wi th r e s p e c t to the connect ion ["" , Then we have 
- i i i a i A ( D ( | ) ) = D ( | ) + T ( t ) — ( j ) " 1 " -
k j k 3 ak j • a ' i»^ 
Vi l f .ni a m a i i , -^ B. 
+ - (lX(t» ) (j) - (|) (D(|) )H) +(D V ) ^ * 
0 2 I ^ a j a k 3 J m k U j 
1 m a i 1 ^ ^ V, i 
- - ( D ( | ) ) (|) (|> + - ( D - i ) * ^ (j) . 
2 k j m a 2 k '- j a 
After some calculation we get 
- i 
D (j) = 0 
k D 
which completes the proof . 
l e t D he a (j)-connection, then we have 
H 
(2.1.1) D^ (t)Y = {|(D^ Y) 
and further 
(2.1.2) Xi^) ^xti - -(\X)i'l)t^. 
The following can easily be obtained f 13 J . 
THEOR.M 2.1.2. In the almost paracontact manifold 
we have 
(a) (D^Y) = -(Dj.^)(i)Y) = 0, 
(b) ^{Djt} = 0 , 
(d) D x ^ = ^ ( D x g ) - g _ , 
(e) (T)^l)(J) -liDiD^pit^) = 0. 
Ve observe that when (2.1.1) holds, (2.1.2) holds but the 
converse is not necessarily true. In view of this, we have 
THEORUH 2.1,3. In an almost paracontact manifold let 
D be an arbitrary connection satisfying the equation (2.1.2), 
15 
Then t h e connect ion B def ined hy 
+ C[D^(|)Y + (KD^Y)] + d[D^ J)Y + (j)(D^_Y)], 
(2.1 .4) ByY = a.[3^Y + ^(D^pJ)] + ^[1) Y + (j)(D ({)Y)1 
^ ^ ^ (j)X (|>X 
(|)Y  (j)(  
(1)X (|)X 
i s a (J)-connection. 
PROOF. Let us def ine 
( 2 . 1 . 5 ) B^Y = aDyY + b D Y + C D <)Y + d D ()Y + € <)(D Y) 
^ ^ (|)X X , |)X X 
+ f (|)(D^ Y) + 5fe()(D ()Y) + h(|)(D ^ Y ) . 
px *^ X i>x 
Bar r ing ( 2 . 1 . 5 ) and us ing ( 2 . 1 . 3 ) ( a ) , we get 
( 2 . 1 . 6 ) H^jJ) = a ^(HyY) + mD Y) + c 4 ( D (|)Y) + d(|)(]) d)Y) 
4)X X (j)X 
+ t f D Y --C«? (D Y ) ^ + fD^ Y ~ f b (D Y ) ^ + 
^ *- ^ (|)X ^ j)X 
Again, barring J in (2.1.5) ahd using (2.1.2) and (2.1.3)(b), 
we get 
16 
( 2 . 1 . 7 ) B ({ll = a D <t)I + t D^ (JY + c D Y + d D Y 
X X <|)X X (|)X 
+ e (|)(D (|)Y) + f (|)(D <t)Y) + (|)(D Y) 
X ^X X 
+ (t)(D Y) - j c 1_(D Y ) + d '[(D Y ) j i . 
i)X L ^ X • <|)X 
Subtract ing (2.1.6) from (2.1.7) we have 
(B (1))(Y) = (a-.^(B ^)(Y) + (b-,K)(D^ ^ )<Y) + (e - c) 
X ^ X <)X 
(|) |^ (D <))(Y)j + (f-d) (f I (D ( ) ) ( Y ) 2 
As D is an arbitrary connection satisfying (2.1,2), the nece-
ssary and sufficient condition that B bej(connection is 
a = = ^1 b a h , e = c , f = d . 
Substituting these in (2.1.5) we get (2.1.4). This proves 
the theorem. 
2.2. ((|), "g. , ^ )-CONNECTION. 
A connection on an almost paracontact manifold which 
17 
l e aves a l l the t h r e e s t r u c t u r e t e n s o r s (j), -g^ and ) _ c o v a r i a n t 
cons tan t i s c a l l e d a ((j),"^* ^ ) - c o n n e c t ! o n . We "begin with 
the fol lowing [ 5 ] . 
THEOREM 2 , 2 , 1 . Let M he an almost pa racon tac t mani-
tenspYS 
fo ld with s t r u c t u r e / ( ( j ) , '^ > (_)* Then the re e x i s t s a l i n e a r 
connect ion which l eaves ^ and (_ cova r i an t cons t an t and 
whose t o r s i o n t e n s o r i s given hy 
!P(X,Y) = d^(X,Y)^^X,Y e 3 ^ ( M ) . 
PROOF, let D be a symmetric affine connection which 
leaves -^ and (_  covariant constant. Define a connection D 
by 
D Y = D Y + A(X,Y) 
X X 
where A i s the t e n s o r f i e l d of type (1 ,2 ) given by 
Then we have 
We have 
A(X,Y) = (D V )(Y)-g. 
A(X,-g_) = 0 . 
D -g:= D ^ + A(X,-g_) = 0 , 
X X ^ 
18 
and 
(D \^)iY) = (D ^ )(Y) -)JAU,J)) 
= (D •?)(!) - (D 7^ )(Y) = 0. 
X ^  X ^ 
Hence D leaves "S-suid (_ covariant constant. If T is 
the torsion tensor of the connection D , then since D 
is torsion free, we have 
T(X,Y) = A(X,Y) - A(Y,X) 
= d »L(X, Y)i, 
this completes the proof. 
REMARK, In this case we have 
(D(tl)(Y) = (D <))(Y) + (D 7)((|)Y)^. 
X X X ^ 
This shows that i f a connection leaves "^ and 7 covariant 
constant , then i t may not leave (|) covariant constant . Further 
we observe from l a s t theorem tha t i f V i s closed i . e . i f the 
19 
manifold i s clofsed almost paracontact , then there always 
ex i s t s a symmetric aff ine connection wMcli leaves both 'Zt- aJid 
\^ covariant constant . 
THEORM 2 .2 .2 . Let M be an almost paracontact mani-
fold with s t ruc ture tensors ((j), " ^ j V ) . Then there e x i s t s a 
((j),'^_, 7 )-connection whose tors ion i s given by 
!r(X,Y) = d^(X,Y)-f+'2_(Y)(|)(X)-'^(X)MY) + - } [(|l,(|>J (X,Y) 
-d'^(^X,(j)Y)-f+^(X)(|)(/ < ) X ^ ' L ( Y ) ( ^ (j))^)] , 
where X,Y g9^ (M) and -4-- means l i e - d e r i v a t i v e with respect 
JPROOF, Let D be a connection as i n Theorem (2 .2 ,1)-
Define a connection D by 
1 -. 
(2.2.1) D Y = D Y + - A(X,Y), 
X X 4 
where A is a tensor field of type (1,2) defined by 
(2.2.2) A(X,Y) = (D^ (j>)(X)-(D |))(i)Y)+ ()){D (|))(Y)+ J)(D t)) ( X ) 
<|)Y X X Y 
- 'J_(Y)(|.(D^<))(X) - 4^(X)(j)(Y). 
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We observe ths 
(2 .2 .3) 
(2 .2 .4) 




A(X,-g;) = 0, 
(Bx^)(-gj= 0, 
(|)(D (t^ Xr) + (D ^)|)Y) = 0, 
X Z 
V(A(X, Y)) = 0 . 
Pur ther , by straightforward ca lcu la t ion , we get 
(2 .2 .7) A(X, (j)Y) - (|)(A(X,Y)) = -4 (D (|)XY), 
X 
and using the expression for tors ion tensor T of D from 
the l a s t theorem, we have 




Prom (2,2.1) we get 
1 -





(D^»J_)(I) = (D^^)(I) + -T^(A(X,Y)) = 0. 
4 
Also, we have 
1 - 1 -
(DY (j))(Y) = (D i))(Y) + - A(X, (j)Y) - - (|)(A(X,Y)) 
^ X 4 4 
= (D (j))(Y) - (D <|))(Y) = 0. 
X X 
Hence the connection D is a ((|i,-^, ^ )-connection. 
Finally, if T is the torsion tensor of this connection, then 
T {X,Y) = T(X,Y) + - |_A(X,Y) - A(Y,X) ^  . 
Suhttituting from (2.2.8) in the above expression and using 
the expression for T from last theorem we get the result. 
2.3. MEIRIG ((j),-^, \_)-GONNEGTIO]!f. 
Let M be an almost paracontact metric manifold. Then 
a ^^»"^» (_ )-connection, which leaves the Riemannian metric 
tensor covariant constant, i s said to be a metric (^t'^t \)-
connection. In th i s sect ion we study such a connection. 
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1 
THEOREM 2 . 5 . 1 . Let f" be aji a r b i t r a r y Riemanniajti 
connec t ion on a para-Sasakia;a manifold M. Then the connec-











r + T 





i s a m e t r i c i^i-^i\ ) - c o n n e o t i o n . 
PROOF. I f D and D denote the c o v a r i a n t d i f f e r e n -
t i a t i o n wi th r e s p e c t to the connec t ion | a^d j r e s -
3k j k 
p e c t i v e l y , then 
- a a 
D( j ) = D q > - T (j> - T {|) 
k j i k j i k3 a i k i j a ' 
i 
Using ( 1 . 3 . 4 ) a;nd s u b s t i t u t i n g t h e value of T i n the above 
3k 
equa t i on we get 
D (j» S3 0 . 
k j i 
We a l so ge t 
D g a D g - T g - T g = 0 , 
k j i k j i k j a i k i a j 
where g i s the RiemaJinian m e t r i c of the pa ra -Sasak ian 
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majiifold. Ftirther we have 
__ h ^ h. ^ 
(2 .3 .1 ) B - ^ = D ' g . + T € . . 
D 3 da 
I t i s well laiown that i n a para-SasakiaJi manifold [ 11 ] 
^ h 
(2.3.2) D - g , = - ({) . 
d 3 
Thus we get from (2.3.1) 
h 
D "i = 0. 
Also, we have 
(2.3.3) D*] = D h -T 7 
J 4 J ^ i ji ^  
Prom (2.3.2) we get 
Using this in (2.3.3) we get 
D 7^ = 0, 
d i^ 3 
Hence the connection P is a metric (()>,"^, *?)-connection. 
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THEOREM 2 ,5 .2 . Let M te a closed almost para-
i /l 1 
contact manifold. If N^ = 0, ( i . e . It ^ ^^ - O),^  then 




PROOF. For a closed almost paracontact manifold we 
have 
d*L(X,Y) = 0, X,Y e ^ ^ W . 
Therefore, by Theorem (2,2.1), we ca;ri find a symmetric affine 
connection on M which leaves both o, and 7_ covarisoit 
constant. Denote this connection by | . Let H denote the 
covariant differentiation with respect to the connection 
i 






D -^ = D »7 
k k ^3 
reduces to 
h 
-t \^\ - 0. 
0 
Also we have 
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i ^ ^ i i a 
( 2 . 5 . 4 ) (DCJ) ) i = (D(|) )*7 =D((|> * , ) = 0 . 
- i 
Let us de f ine a connec t ion P "by 
- i i i 
(2.3.5) p = r + T 
3k 3k jk 
wi th 
i 1 1 i i i 1 1 
( 2 . 3 . 6 ) T = - r ( ^ ( D ( | i - D ( j ) ) + ( | ) ( D ( | ) + D ( | ) ) J . 
3k 4 j l k k l I j k k j 
I f D denotes t h e cova r i an t d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n with r e s p e c t t o 
- i 
the c o n n e c b c n P" , we get by a s t r a i g h t f o r w a r d c a l c u l a t i o n 
;)k 
Ji ^ = D U. = D ^ = 0 . 
k j k k ' - j 
-i . i 
Thus the connection f~" is a ((j),"^ , f )-connection. Let S 
3k -1 ^^ 
denote the torsion tensor of the connection | . Then we 
have 
i 1 -i -i 1 i i 
s = - r r - r ] = - [ T -T ] 
3k 2 jk k3 2 3k k j 
1 1 i i 1 i i 
= - [ ( | ) ( l><| ) - D ( | ) ) - ( | ) (D(|) - D . ( j ) ) ] 
8 d l k - k l k I j ^ 1^ 
1 i 
= - N 
8 dk 
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as ^ i s c l o s e d . 
THEOREM 2 . 3 . 3 . On a normal c losed almost pa racon tac t 
manifold t he re e x i s t s a symmetric a f f ine ((j), "g^ , *J^  )-connec-
t i o n . 
PROOF. Since t h e given c losed almost p a r a c o n t a c t 
manifold i s normal„we have 
7 
i 
N = 0 , 
and the result follows from the last theorem. 
CHAPTER I I I 
3-TC-STRIJCTIipS^0|_AIM0ST_PA|AC0NTA^M^^0 
In 1960 G.J . Hsu f 6 ] lias given t h e r laot ion of 
r - u - s t r u c t u r e on a d i f f e r e n t i a t > l e manifo ld , A manifold M 
i s sa id to have r - -^- -s t ruc ture , defined by g iv ing r 
(2 <T <^n) d i f f e r e n t i a t e d i s t r i b u t i o n s T ^ j T g , . . . , 5?^  
which a s s ign r-complemented subspaces of dimension >^  1 i n 
t h e tangent space M (M = T^  + Tp +• +• ^ r ' d i r e c t 
sujn) a t each point x Q U, He has shown t h a t [G 1 s t a r t i n g 
from an almost con tac t s t r u c t u r e on a d i f f e r e n t i a b l e mani-
f o l d , Cme gets a n a t u r a l 3--7i;-structure and f u r t h e r , by app ly ing 
t h e theory of r - i t - s t r u c t u r e , he obta ined/^tensor analogous to 
Ni j enhu i s t e n s o r . I n t h i s c h a p t e r we have s t ud i ed analogous 
problem i n an almost p a r a c o n t a c t mani fo ld . 
3 . 1 . ASSOCIATED 3-TC-STRUCTURE ON M ALMOST PARACON-
TACT MANIFOLD. 
Let M be an almost p a r a c o n t a c t manifold with 
almost pa racon tac t s t r u c t u r e (<1),"^, *? ) . Prom ( 1 . 3 . 1 ) , we 
see t h a t eigen values of (^  a r e 0 ,1 and - 1 . The e igen 
Ace Sit ^ . 
A .T \3^7 ;4 
x< y^. 
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value 0 has mu l t i p l i c i t y one and i f 1 has m u l t i p l i c i t y h , 
then -1 has mu l t i p l i c i t y (n - h - 1 ) . 
We now prove the following f 1 ] • 
THEORBJ 3 . 1 . 1 . 1 necessary and suff ic ient condi t ion 
for an n-dimensional d i f f e ren t i ah le manifold M to admit an 
almost paracontact s t ruc ture i s t h a t , M i s endowed with 
3-i i-structure defined by a complete ystem consis t ing of 
three d i s t r i b u t i o n s , of vsftiich the f i r s t one i s 1-dimensional 
one 
r e a l d i s t r i b u t i o n , second/is h-dimensional r e a l d i s t r i b u t i o n 
and th i rd one i s (n - h - 1 )--dimensional rea l d i s t r i b u t i o n , 
where h i s sui tably chosen rea l number, 
PROOF. Let M be ah n-dlmensional almost paracontact 
manifold and M denote the tangent space ot a point p g M. 
Prom ( 1 . 3 . 1 ) , we see tha"c "^ i s an eigen vector of ^j, c o r r e s -
ponding to the eigen value 0 . Then -^^ spans a 1-dimensional 
subspace say X of M . Since the only non-zero eigen values i P P 
of (|)^  are +1 and -1 and i f 1 has m u l t i p l i c i t y h then 
-1 has m u l t i p l i c i t y (n - h - 1 ) . Corresponding to these eigen 
values there corresponds vector subspaces 5? and S of the 
P P 
tangent space Mp of dimensions h and (n - h - l ) r e spec-
t i v e l y . Thus ove.- the manifold M, we have thjpee d i s t r i b u t i o n s 
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X,T and S, which assign to each point p e M three sub-
spaces X , T and S of the tangent space M gind 
(3.1.1) M = X + a? + Sp (di rect sum). 
Thus M i s endowed with a 3-7t-structure. 
Conviersely suppose that M i s an n-dlmensional 
d i f f e ren t i ab le manifold endowed with a 3~it-structure defined 
by the con^lete system of three d i s t r i b u t i o n s X, T and S 
of v\ftiich f i r s t i s 1-dimensional, second i s h-dimensional 
and third i s (n - h - 1 )--dimensional r e a l d i s t r i b u t i o n s . 
If - ^ , (JL a»d ^ , (a , = 1 , . . . , h, p = 1 , . . . , n-h-1) 
(X - p 
span X^, T and S (p Q M) r e spec t ive ly , then there e x i s t s 
a CO variant vector f ie ld ^ . such tha t 
(3 .1 .2) V-u. = 0 , \.IA=.0 and - f y = l . 
Thus i t i s evident that " i ^ .is a projec t ion tensor f i e ld for 
the d i s t r i bu t i on X. Let p^ and 'f- be respec t ive ly pro;)ec-
t i o n tensor f i e l d s for the d i s t r i b u t i o n s T and S.Then i f 
u g 3? and C^ Q S we have 
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i , L i ,/ i -^  
P U =6^ . p ( / = o» P - i = 0, 
(3.1.3) f.'\/'= 0 , ^ W ; I j ' ^ = 0, 
;) i (-eV)ct'=o, (•f.Y.)^^=o, { - e ^ . ) ^ = 1^ 
Define 
(3 .1 .4) ^ = p - CL' 
then we have 
i ^ 
(3 .1 .5) (|) - ^ =: 0. 
J 
Further , we have from (3 .1 .2) and (3.1.3) 
i. I ' 
^;p U_ = ^.LL « 0 for ^ e Tp» 
and 
7 P ^ = 0 for ^ e S ^ and ^ . p - ^ = 0 . 
Thus 
^.P a;^= 0 for any vector (J^ M , which gives us 
i J -• p 
i 
/ p = 0 . Similar ly we get 
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i 
\ t . = 0. 
Hence 
i 
(3 .1 .6) ' ({) v^ ^ 0. 
From (3.1.1) we get 
^ i i i 
(3 .1 .7) - t . \ + V + q. = 6 . 
D 3 3 3 
Using th i s and (3.1.4) we get , 
. . . i 
(3 .1 .8) (> ()> = 6 - - ^ l . 
3 k k k 
Equations (3 .1 .2 ) , ( 3 . 1 . 5 ) , (3.1.6) and (3 .1 .7) show that M 
admits an almost paracontact s t ruc tu re , completing our proof, 
i i 
Let us solve (3 .1 .4) and (3,1,7) for p and q , 
d 3 
We get 
(3 .1 .9 ) p ^ ' - i f S - € . \ -l-i] aXiCL q"" = -[6 - i V - 4^'] . 
3 2 ^ 3 ^^  J 3 2 3 ^ 3 
According to O.J, Hsu C 6 ] , the fundamental tensor of 
the associated 3-^-s t ructure i s given lay 
i J-. z i i 
(3.1.10) F = ' X C ' ^ ? . + ^ | P ^ -^ , q ] , 
3 3 3 3 
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where O). is the cuT)e root of unity ( O),;^ 1) and y^  is 
any non-zero constant. Prom (5.1.9) and (3.1.10) we get 
i > *. i 
(3.1.11) P^ = ^ [-6 + 3'^'1+(>),(W,'-1) <|) ]» 
3 2 3 J d 
from v^ich i t follows tha t 
2 i j 0?" i ^ 
(3.1.12) f ^ = P P = ^ [-6 + 3^Y-<^,(6J,-1) (j) 3 , 
k j k 2 3 k k 
and 
3- i 3 k . 5 i 
(3.1:13 ) P ] = P P P = ^ 6 
"^  3 k 1 1 
We Can also associate with M three kinds of 2-Tirstr-ac-
t\ires as follows. 
i A ^ I- i i ( 3 . 1 - U ) P = ^ [ r >] - (p + q ) ] , 
13 ' ^j 3 d 
i A . ^^»_ i i 
(3 .1 .15) P = > r - ^ "Z + (p - q ) ] , 
23 ^ 3 3 3 
and 
i . ^^. i i 
(3 .1 .16) P = "X [ - ^ ^ + (q - P ) ] . 
33 3 ^3 3 3 





1 3 .*2. i i 3 .<L 1 i j .2. i 
1 j 1k » k 2d 2 k ^ ^ k 3 d 3 k ^3 k 
1 3 " i d 
F P = P F 
1 j 2 k 23 I k 
F F = P J^ 










1 3 1 3 
F F = F F 






Using ( 3 . 1 . 9 ) i n ( 3 . 1 . U ) , ( 3 .1 .15 ) and ( 3 . 1 . 1 6 ) we get 












> ( < 1? - ^'). 
3 3 3 
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3 . 2 . TORSION TENSORS MD INTEGRABILITY CONDITIONS. 
The t o r s i o n t e n s o r f o r a 2 - i t - s t ruc t l i r e i s given 
by [ 6 ] 
i 1 P < i q P i i 
(3.2.1) T = - - [ 6 P +6 P j f - ^ P - >s ^ .3> 
(a = 1 , 2 , 3 ) , 
and t h a t of a 3- 'rc-structure i s given by 
i 1 J ^ P q q P, 1 2p 2q 
(3 .2 .2 ) T = r / 0^2(6 F -i-S ? ) + - ? P ] 
3k 9 X 3 k k 3 3 d k 
2 i 2 i P 2q q 2p p q^  
C ^ F - 9 P ] + [ - 2 ( ^ P + 6 P )+ P P i 
P q q p j k k j j k 
[ ^ P - 8 P ] | . 
p q q p -^  
C a l c u l a t i n g the r e s p e c t i v e cases of ( 3 . 2 . 1 ) and ( 3 . 2 . 2 ) , u s i n g 
( 3 . 1 . H ) , ( 3 . 1 . 1 5 ) , ( 3 . 1 , 1 6 ) , ( 3 . 1 . 1 1 ) , ( 3 . 1 . 1 2 ) a;tid ( i . 3 . 3 ) ^ 
we ge t 
i i 
(3.2.3) T ^ - " ^ C V ^ - l ' N + e ^ ^ - d h ] , 
1 3k 4 k ^k 3 k^3 3^k 
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( 3 . 2 . 4 ) f = - -rN - T + h ,M - b N +"^11 + " ^ ( 8 >7 -8 Jj )3 
2 jk 4 jk 1jk 4 k k j dk d'k k 4 
i ""^  i i u i i J" J " , v-i 
(3.2.5) 3! = - - r N - a ? - y i T + h ' N - ' ^ N + ^ ( 3 ^ - 9 h ) i 
3 dk 4 dk 1dk ' j k ^k 3 dk d k k^j 
i 1 i ^ i 
(3.2.6) T^" = - C-N - 3 ^ ( a ^ -8 b ) + 5-^(11 7 - F V ) 
j k 4 dk k ^d d ^ k d ^ k k ^ d 
d k q t-p p Cq p ^k d 4 k 
I t i s well known that vanishing of the to r s ion tensor 
i s the necessary and suff ic ient condition for the corresponding 
r -n - s t ruc tu r e to "be integrahle C 6 J , Thus the vanishing of 
i 
T i s the necessary and suff ic ient condit ion for the 3-'n;-struc-
dk 
t u r e defined lDy(5.1.1l) to he in teg rab le . Similar ly , vanishing 
i i i 
of fT , 3) , and 3? respec t ive ly are necessary and suff ic ient 
1dk 2dk 3dk 
condi t ions for the 2-7C-struGturesdefined by (3 .1 .14) , (3.1.15) 
and (3.1.16) respec t ive ly to be in teg rab le , 
i 




i i i 
T = T = 0 ? = 0 . 
1 jk 2 jk 3 jk 
PROOF. In order to prove the theorem, we need the 
following r e l a t i ons C ^0 ] • 
1 h h 1 ^ h 
N ( j ) + N (1)+1I " S ~ l f 7 = 0 , 
j i 1 j l i di d i 
1 h 1 h ^ 
(3.2.7) 
( | ) N + N ( 1 ) + 1 T " ^ = 0 , 
i 1 i 1 i 
h "^  1 h ^ 
' ^ = 0 , 
i l i 1 i 
h 1 
N g . = 0 . 
1 
N ( j ) - 1 T » 7 + N 7 = 0 , 
O'l i d *-i j i 1 
1 1 
N (J) + T U = 0 , 
1 i 1 i 
(5 .2 .8 ) 1 ^ 
F "^ - N *? = 0, 
i l i 1 
1 
N i = 0. 
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•^  h h h 1 h 
j l i d i Dl i 3 i 
= 0 , 
^ ^ h i 
N CL - N (|) = 0 , 
l i 1 i 
li 1 ii- J" 
U" (|) + I "S- = 0 , 
1 i i l 
( 3 . 2 . 9 ) 
1 1 
3 l i 3^ i 31 i 3 i 
N -g^ - F (j)"^  = 0 , 
l i 1 i 
1 1 
IT (j) + IT 't- = 0 . 
1 i i l 
IT ^ - . m (}) - f . , 
3 i l 3 




i 1 d 
N 




1 k k h 1 
jk ^1 i 3 k l h " i^ 
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i i 
F u r t h e r , we w r i t e 3? strid T as 
2 jk 3 d^ 
i 1 i i i 1 i i 
( 3 . 2 . 1 0 ) T = - -{P + Q ) and T = - - ( p - Q ) , 
2 die 4- jk dk 3 jk 4 jk jk 
where 
i i i 
j k jk 13k ^ i ^k ' k ^ j 
P = N - T + ^ ( 8 b - 3 ^ ) 
I j  j *-k  <-
(3.2.11) 
i i i J-
j k ^3 k '•k d d^ 
fe have 
± 1 i J^ J i p 
T -g = -[-N i + 2 2 N + IT (|) ] . 
dk "^ 4 jk 3 P d 
Using ( 3 . 2 . 7 ) we get 
3 
i ^ 1 k i -^  i p 
^ O- = - T - ^ (j) + a If + 1 ( 1 ) 1 . 
dk 4 j k d p d 
S u b s t i t u t i n g (3 .2 .7)^ i n the ahove equa t ion we get 
i ^ 1 k i "^  
( 3 . 2 . 1 2 ) T - f = - [ ( 1 ^ 4 . 1 1 - ^ . 1 . 
dk "" 2 "- ^;j k j ' 
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and 
i. } • 1 k i 
j k 2 j k 
Prom t h e above equat ion we get 
k i 
N ( ^ = 2 T ' ^ - l f ' i ( 3 . 2 . 1 3 ) 
On the o the r hand, from (3 .2 .7X we get 
f 
i ^ 
If i *2. = 0. 
p d 
Adding t h e l a s t equa t ion to ( 3 . 2 . 1 3 ) and then mi i l t i p ly ing by 
i 3 
^ + "^ L we get 
h h 
i i 3 •'^  3 "^  
( 3 . 2 . 1 4 ) N = 2 T (j) i - ( | ) F ' S ^ . 
h 3k h h j 
Prom -fche d e f i n i t i o n of N we have 
^ ^ dk 
P <1 P 
(3.2.15) 4 <{) (a b -0 »7 ) = - M -N ^ +(a ^ - a ^ )• 
3 k q ^ p p Lq 3 pk k ^ j j ^k k 4 
Using r e l a t i o n s ( 3 . 2 . 1 3 ) , ( 3 . 2 . 1 5 ) and ( 3 . 2 . 3 ) we o b t a i n 
4-0 
I'urther substituting (3.2.16) in the definition of N we 
Ok 
get 
1 1 1 i "^  i 
(3.2.17) N =({)!rv^-(jNh+(j)T ^ + <^ T ^ . 
jk\ k 1 -^J j 1 ^ k k jl S. 3 Ik 1 
I f we subs t i tu te (3.2.16) and (3.2.13) in (3.2.11)^ we get 
i i z > P i _ _ > ' P < l l i -
(3 .2 .18) P = - 4 3? 4. 3"G. T V + 6_ (j) (j) T *J 
jk jk dk P d k pq \ 
i P i P 
' " ^ - 2 "I T 
dp d kp 
+ 2 ^ T  " t . 
ic    
l a s t l y , subs t i tu t ing (3c2.13) and (3.2.17) i n (3 .2 .11)^ we get 
i ^ P i 3 p i 
(3.2.19) Q = 2 > 7 - f ( | ) ! D ~ 2 V -^6 T 
dk 4 k pq ^k d pq 
^ P q ^ 
q k dp q d pk 
fe observe from (3.2.16), (3.2.18) and (3.2.19) that if 
i 
a? = 0 , 
dk 
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t h e n 
i i i 
T - P = Q = 0 . 
1 dk 3k Jk 
which proves t h e theorem. 
i 
THEORM 3 . 2 . 2 . T vanishes i f and only i f t h e two 
dk ^ 
i i i 
t e n s o r s T and N - " ^ ( ^ V - ^ b ) vanish s imul -
1 Ok dk d k k'^i 
t a n e o u s l y . 
PROOF. The neces sa ry p a r t follows from theorem ( 3 . 2 . 1 ) . 
. i 
Conversely , l e t T = 0 and U - " ^ (N ^ -N ^ ) = 0, 
iDk jk d Tc k ^i 
Then by ( 3 . 2 . 1 6 ) , ( 3 . 2 . 1 8 ) and ( 3 . 2 . 1 9 ) , we get 




j k "-p 
i I 
= 0 
i P (3.2.21) -2T ^'J T "g. - ^ T -g, = 0. 
jk k jp J kp 
k 
Transvec t ing ( 3 . 2 . 2 1 ) with " ^ we get 
i P 
T ^ = 0 . 
3p 
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Thus (3.2.21) y ie lds 
i 
a? = 0 . 
i i ^ 
We see that the vanishing of T and N - -j^(N ^ - N *7 ) 
Simultaneously i s the necessary and suff ic ient condit ion for 
the 3-TC-structure defined by (3.1.11) to he in teg rab le . 
THEOREM 3 . 2 . 3 . In a closed almost paracontact manifold 
i i 
T = 0 i f and only i f IT = 0 . 
dk 3k 
PROOF. Since L i s closed we get 
(3.2.22) 
which gives us 
8 'I - a •) = 0, 
3 k^ k "-j 
(3.2.23) N = 0. 
3 
i 
Suppose T = 0 , then from the previous theorem 
;jk 
i i 
(3.2.24) N - ' d ( N * ? - N V ) = 0 . 
Jk J "-k k ^j 
4-3 
1 
Using (3 .2 .23 ) we get N = 0 . 
For t h e converse p a r t , l e t 
i 




N = U = IT = 0 , 
i 
and therefore, from (3.2. 3) we get T = 0 . 
1dk 
i ^ -J' 
Hence we ohserve that 2! and II - "^ (IT *^  -N h ) 
are vanishing simultaneously, and consequently hy Theorem 
(3.2.2) we get 
i 
T = 0 . 
jk 
THEOREM 3.2.4. In a closed almost paracontact manifold 
i i i 
the vanishing of N implies the vanishing of T and T 
dk 23k 33k 
and conve r se ly . 
i 





N = N = IT = 0. 
i 
This implies that T = 0 and since *7 is closed by (3.2,4) 
and (3.2.5) we get 
i i 
T =0? = 0 . 
23k 33k 
Conversely, let 
This implies that 
i i 
T = T = 0. 
23k 3dk 
i i 
P = Q = 0. 
3k 3k 
i i 
Using d»7 = 0 in P , we get N a 0, 
^ 3k 3k 
3.3.((1), -g , 'j_^-CoraEGTIOIT 
C.J, Hsu L 7 J1 ^^^ introduced the concept of 7i~connec~ 
t ion , which i s a connection that leaves the fundamental tensor 
of r-Tt-structure covariant constant . He has shown that i f 
\ i s any l inear connection of the manifold and l e t P be 
3k 3k 
a connection defined by 
4-5 
^ i i i 
(3.3.1) r = r +M 
jk Dk jk 
with 
i 1 1 f ^ 1 2i ^ 21 1 0 
(3.3.2) M = - - - - _ ( D l ' ) F + ( D i ' ) P 
dk 3 ^ ' L k d 1 k D 1 J ? 
where £) denotes the oovariant d i f f e r en t i a t i on with respect 
i x _ i 
to r~ , then I i s a it-connection of the dif fe rent iab le 
jk jk 
manifold with 3-7i-structure whose fundamental tensor i s 
given by (3 .1 .11 ) . 
y i i 
Since ]~" leaves P covariant constant i i also 
2i ^^ 3 
leaves P covariaJtit constant . Prom (3.1.11) aJid (3.1.12) 
^ "^ i 
we abserve that "ci ?.'a^<^ ^ can be expressed as a l i nea r 
i '^  2i =5 ^ i 
combination of P and P , -feiereby showing that P a lso 
l e a v e s ' ^ ^j and (j) covariant constant . I f we subs t i tu t e the 
value of P in C3''2)'2.) we <3tat 
+ (!) D M 
la J 1 k jJ > 
>(^ we get by a straightforward ca lcula t ion 
4-6 
(3.3.4) 'oi^ii^D-t 
where X^ denote the covariant d i f f e r en t i a t i on with respect 
to the TC-connection | . 
THEORM 3 . 3 . 1 . A connection | i s a ((j),-^ , *? ) -
jk 
connection i f and only i f i t can he expressed as 
+ i • i i r = r ^ u , 
3iC j - '^ D-*^  
where 
i V <' 1 2s J ' i B JT 1 ^ 
Ok 3^ JK 3 d '^< r j ^^  r -" 
with some tensor ^ ^ satisfying 
JK 
* i ^ 
and p being a l i n e a r connection which leaves " ^ cova-
dk 
r i a n t constant . 
PROOF. I t i s known from G.J. Hsu f 6 J tha t a l inear 
* i 
connection f~ i s a n-connection i f and only i f i t can be jk 
expressed as 
+ i * i i 
v ^ r ^ "^ . jk jk jk y 
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where 
i 1 - ./ 1 2s / i s /"2i 
(5.3.5) U = - [ ^ + - ( P ^ K ^ ' - ^ - C ^ ^ ' 
with some tensor ^ . l e t D t a^ L^ D a be respectively 
the covariant differentiations of - ^ with respect to P 
* 1 
and f . Then 
jk 
D^ = b ^ . / ^ = / ^ . 
•^  k jk Dk 
+ i . 
Thus the condition for f in (3.3«5) to be a (<()»-^ » C.^" 
4 ,;jk 
connection is that U T'' = 0. 
Substituting (3.3.5), (3.1.11) a^ d (3.1.12) in the above 
equation we get, after some calculation, the following condi-
tion 
(3.3.6) i (^^ V • = 0. 
Hence the theorem is proved. 
THEORM 3.3.2. Let M be an almost paracontact 
manifold with almost paracontact structure (^, -£., "L )» If 
W. = 0, then we can find a ((|), '^, *^)-connection whose torsion 
i 
tensor is equal to the T?,^ in (3.2.6). 
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* i 
PROOF. Let p "be the TC-connection induced by a 
symmetric connect ion as i n Theorem ( 3 . 3 . 1 ) . Then i t 
fo l lows from the genera l t heo ry of Tt-structurfi t h a t the 
connec t ion defined by 
i * i 2 _ j . . 1 2 s ^ T i s „ r 2 i (3.3.7) r = r - - [ V - - ( F *S P + P *S F )] 
j k Dk 3 jk ^ j s k r j s k r 
i s a d i s t i n g u i s h e d ic-connect ion, t h a t i s , the i t -connect ion 
i 
hav ing the t o r s i o n t e n s o r as T i n ( 3 » 2 . 6 ) . I n ( 3 . 5 . 7 ) , 
^ i ^^ * i 
S i s the t o r s i o n t e n s o r of t h e connect ion f~ . 
dk j k 
* i . 
On the o the r hand^ s i n c e f i s a (<j),"^ , 7 ) -connec-
31c , 
t i o n , we see from Theorem ( 3 . 3 . 2 ) t h a t [" i n ( 3 . 5 . 7 ) i s a l s o 
Dk 
a ((j),-^ , '2_)-connect ion i f and only i f the fol lowing c o n d i t i o n "^  
i s s a t i s f i e d 
(3.3.8) 2 :g t *S^ = 0 . 
i Ok 
Now, let us Calculate S . Por this, from Theorem (3.3.1) we 
dk 
have 
* i i i 
r = r +M 
3k j k dk 
i i 
where P i s symmetric a f f ine connect ion vshich l eaves ~u. 
dk 
COVariant cons t an t and 
i 1 
M =- [2t(0 ) ) +<^ ( D (|))] 
3k 2 k 4 1 k 3 
o 
where O denote t h e c o v a r i a n t d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n wi th r e s p e c t 
i 
t o P . Thus 
dk 
s = - [ M ~ M 1 
3k 2 j k k j 
=  42 -^ ( D Y ) 4. (»\ D (j)S - 2 ^ ( 6 ^ ) 
2 k 3 1 k j 3 k 
- (|)N 6 I*)]. 
1 3 k 
P u t t i n g t h i s i n ( 3 . 3 . 8 ) we get N, = 0 , which completes the 
proof of theorem. 
THEOREM 5 . 3 . 3 . Let M be a c losed almost paTacontac t 
i 
mani fo ld and N = 0 . Then we can find a ((j),^ , ^ ) - c o n n e c t i o n 
3 1 i 
whose t o r s i o n t e n s o r i s equal to - - N 
4 3k 
PROOF. Since *J_ i s c lo sed , we have 
'k k ^3 ^^ U"^  t = '• 
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Tra^isvecting t i i i s equa t ion by "ZL^ "^ get 
i 








Using tlie previous theorem we get the r e s u l t . 
3.4-. SIMMEOSIIC ((j),!^,'J_)-C0NKECTI01T. 
In t h i s s e c t i o n we e s t a b l i s h t h e e x i s t e n c e of a symme-
t r i c (( |),-^, ^ ) - c o n n e c t i o n on an almost p a r a c o n t a c t mani fo ld . 
THEOREM 3 . 4 . 1 . Let M be a c losed almost p a r a c o n t a c t 
man i fo ld . Then t h e r e e x i s t s a symmetric ( ^ , - ^ , ^ ) . - c o n n e c t l o n 
on M i f and only i f 3 - n - s t r u c t u r e def ined on M i s i n t e -
g r a b l e . 
PROOF. Let t h e r e e x i s t a symmetric (( |) ,-^, ^ ) - c o n n e c t i o n 
on M. I f we denote the cova r i an t d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n wi th r e s p e c t 
to t h i s connect ion by D > then obv ious ly ( 3 . 2 . 3 ) ho lds w i t h ' B 
r e p l a c e d by j[) , and 
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Since the connection is (^i^t ^)-connection, we get 
Consequently 
i 
N = 0. 
jk 
i 
H = H = H = 0 
k jk k 
and '^is closed. 
i 
Hence we get T =0, that is, the 3-TC-structure is 
3k 
i n t eg rah l e . Conversely, l e t for the given M the 3-ii-structure 
. i 
be i n t eg rab le . Since (- i^ closed^ IT • = 0 . Theorem (3.3.2) 
assuTes the existence of a ((j), •^,*?)-connection on M with 
i i 
t o r s ion tensor T . But T = 0 implies that the ahove jk 3k 
i^t"^ 1 7 )~°oJ^ 6^°''^ io^  is torsion free and hence symmetric. 
CHAPTER IV 
4IIiSl=2:2IiPligI=2I=lii2i£=1^42:2ll4E5«lPil2iii 
I n t h i s chap te r , we cons ide r t h e problem of d e t e r m i -
n i n g most genera l (l)-connection and (*^ j " ^ * ( _ ) - connec t ion 
on an almost pa r acon t ac t mani fo ld . 
4 . 1 . (ji-GONHECTION. 
^ a f f ine connec t ion on an. almost p a r a c o n t a c t manifold 
i 
M i s sa id to be a (J)-connection i f i t l eaves (|)^  c o v a r i a n t 
c o n s t a n t . 
THEORIM 4.1.1. Let M be an almost paracontact mani-
fold. If I is an affine connection on M, then the connec-
tion I defined by 
i * i i (4.1.1) r = r + Q 
dk jk jk 
i s a (f-connection i f and only i f the folloxving cond i t i on ho lds 
good 
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1 s r l ^ ^ l u v , ^ - ^ 
Q -^ Q 4 + r Q t + ^ < ^ . . 
ji l i ds r js i r j i 
r 3s i <1 i s J 
X 
where D denote the covariant differentiation with respect 
* i 
to r . 
i 
PROOF, first suppose that P is a (()-connection 
and let D denote the covariant differentiation with respect 
i 
to r~ . From (4.1.1) we have 
h K h r h h r 
D ( | » = D ( j ) + ( { ) Q " ^ q . 
3 i 3 1 i Jr r ji 
i 
Since p i s ^-connection, we get from the ahove equation 
, h r h h r 
7 ( j > + ( | ) Q - ( i ) Q = 0 . 
3 i i 3r r 3i 
1 
Transvecting the above equation with (j) , we get 
h 
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< 4 . 1 . 5 ) 4 (() Q - Q + "C. C Q = - ( D ; (() ) (|) . 
i la ds j i s j i d i h 
i 
Since, T i s a (|>-connection, we have from ( I . 3 . I ) 
D.-lx = 0. 
J i 
Using {4.1.1) in the above equation we get 
i js ;)i s i J i^  ' 
Transvecting (4.1.4) with \p we have 
(4.1.5) -g ^ ^ Q - \ Q = - ^ V ( D . g )-( D-y. ) . 
1 4 js 4 ji "-i '-I J J f-i 
Using (4 .1 .3 ) , (4.1.4) and (4 .1 .5 ) , a straightforward ca lcu la -
t i o n gives ( 4 . 1 . 2 ) . Hence the condition i s necessary. Conversely, 
l e t the condition (4.1.2) hold good. Transvecting (3 .1 .2) with 
\n ^^ ~f^ respect ive ly , we get 
r i^ 
(4.1.6) V «' - V Q' -f X = < 4 ^ ; ^^X^^i^ ^\ ' 
1 di 1 dr i J ^ 1 ^ i 
and 
i l g l i ^ 1 ^ c r l 
(4.1.7) t q -^Q ^ t=- O t + l ( D-^ ) - i . 
3i s J l i r "J 
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Prom ( 4 . 1 . 2 ) , (4.1.6) and (4 .1 .7) we get ( 4 . 1 . 3 ) . But 
(4 .1 .3) i s the necessary and suf f ic ien t condition for 
1 J. 
P to be (J-connection. Hence (4.1.2) is also a sufficient 
condition for ( to "be (p-connection. Thus the proof is 
Ok 
complete'. 
We observe that any (|)-(&onnection on an almost para-
contact manifold has to sa t i s fy ( 4 . 1 . 2 ) . Hence to find the 
most general (j>-connection, one has to solve the equation 
i 
(4 .1 .2) for Q . Let us t r y to find a general solut ion of 
D'k 
equation ( 4 . 1 . 2 ) . Por t h i s we sha l l use the following 
tensors C ^  1 
f ^^ i* .h i b i h 
= ( P P + q q ^ - r ^ - ) 
raj a D a j a j 
-c^^ i b i b i b i b i b i b 
(4 .1 .9) <J « (P q + q p + q T + h q + ^ ^ P + P T ) 
Zaj ^ ^ a j a d a j a j a j 
i • i 
where P and q are respec t ive ly as given i n (3 .1 .9) and 
Vj =~^),. . I f we Calculate ^^^ and ^ ^ , by using 
( 3 . 1 . 9 ) , we get 
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i b i (4.1.10) 5> =Us\\l^'^\3tVi:t^tl s '-f ^-aS 
• ^ • ^ ' b ^ i (4.1.11) T^ i = V s ^ A"-5 tX)X<\h ^-ti ^ 6 ) . 
I t can be eas i ly ver if ied tha t above tensors have the following 
proper t ies 
( 4 . f -^it l b ilc hb ^ i b 
'.^ '' tad ^ -^  iHJ Zak \ad 
ik hb ib i k hb ^ k hb 
(4.1.13) ^ T ^ ' f ' ' ' f f ' " T l " ° ' 
I h j "^  ak 2.^^ "P^ Z ^ 2h3 \ ak 
A Tensor T i s said to be hybrid or piire with 
d 
respect to i and j i f i t s a t i s f i e s 
#"T 
o r 




> a « 
0 , 
= 0 , 
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r e spec t ive ly . 
By using (4 .1 .11) , equation (4.1.2) can be wr i t ten as 
(4.1.14) ^ Q = P 
2 a j '^  
where 
(4.1.15) P = - ) ( D t )* - C D - ^ ) ^ 4 - 2 ( D . l . ) t 
j i 2 *- j i li J i '^  ' 
+ 3 1 ( D / ) V i j . 
For the sake of s impl ic i ty we sha l l wri te (4.1.14) as 
(4 .1 .14 ) ' ^ Q = P . 
In view of (4.1.12), (4.1.13) we observe that, for any tensor 
1 
P 
•^ P =0 implies $ P = P . 
Thus for a laiown P , i n order that then?exists 
1 ^i 
a so lu t ion tensor Q of (4.14) , i t i s necessary ani 
58 
suf f i c ion t that 
f P^  = 0. 
Prom (4 .1 .10) , we have 
(4.1.16) ^ ( D. M 4> = 0» 
t J i h 
f (4/)^. = -f (15 i.)t = iAs¥>< 
Hence i f P i s given by (4 .1 .15) , then using (4.1.16) j i 
we get 
(4.1.17) f p . = - { T (D(I) )(j)-f (D - f )^, 
^-2f (D V )?-^ 3^ ( D / ) ^ - i =0, I D 4 ''^  3 "-i 
This shows that (4.I .14) has a spec ia l solut ion tensoi 
P and i t i s eas i ly seen tha t the most general so lu t ion i s 
given by 
1 * 1 (4.1.18) Q = S + <? A^ , 
n ji \ n 
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1 1 1 ^ 1 
f o r any t e n s o r A »^-^,-* S i n c e , i f A = Q ~ P , t h e n 
ji n n n 
1 1 1 • 
1 = 0 , which impl ies "^ ^ A = A Th.-as we have t h e 
ji ^ n n 
f o l l o w i n g 
* h 
THEOREM 4 . 1 . 2 . Let P he an a f f i n e connect ion on 
an almost pa racon tac t mani fo ld . Then, i n order t h a t a;n a f f ine 
h 
connec t ion f" lae a (|)-connection, i t i s neces sa ry and s u f f i -
U 
c i e n t t h a t f~ can he expressed as 
h * h ^ h h 
r = r + P •»• A , 
j i Di di j i 
h Ij 
where P i s given hy (4 .1 .155 and A i s any t e n s o r which 
i s pure wi th r e spec t to the i n d i c e s h and i . ' 
Lemma 4 . 1 . 1 . I f D denote the covariaj i t d i f f e r e n t i a -
t i o n wi th r e s p e c t to a (j)-connection on almost p a r a c o n t a c t mani-
fo ld M, then 
D i = > ^ and D 1.--X1, 
where A i s a covec tor on M. 
^ K 
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i J i. 
PROOF. Since (j) "^ = 0 and D (j) = 0 we get 
(1) D - f - 0. 
i 
But " ^ i s the only eigen vector of (|) corresponding to the 
3 
eigen value zero, thus we get 
d d • 
(4.1.19) D - ^ = ^ ^ . 
k k 
i 
S imi la r ly from (|) V = 0, we have 
(4.1.20) D ^ ^ ^ = / ^ V ^ ^ . 
i u 
Di f fe ren t i a t ing covar iant ly - ^ 2" ° '^ » ®^ Se't 
k * ^1 k 
Using (4.1.19) and (4.1.20) in the above equation we get 
Hence 
fc k k ' -1 k (-l • 
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As a simple applicat ion of the above lemma we see that i f 
a (j)-eonnection leaves c. covariant constant , then i t wi l l 
a lso leave (_-covariant cons tant . 
4 . 2 . ((|, ^ , *J_ )-COMEGTIONS. 
h . 
Let p in (4.1.1) he a i^t'^ , L )-connection,Then 
3i 
^ * ^ ^ h 
U . 2 . 1 ) D ^ = D ^ + i Q = 0 , 
h ^ A ^^ 
i.e. Q -f- = - \J Ci . 
^h ^ j 
Transvecting (4.2.1) with \ , we get 
b <^- a 
(4.2.2) IQ ^ =- lC^ ^ . 
Hov/ever, in view of lemma ( 4 . 1 . 1 ) , equation (4.2.2) i s also 
a suf f ic ient condition for a (p-connection | to be a 
(({), ^ » ^  )-connection, s ince , from (4.1.7) we get ( 4 , 2 . 1 ) . 
I t i s eas i ly seen that 
(4.2.3) V I" i = 0 
•-1 j i 
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and 
(4.2.4) b (#> A ) -i = h A i . 
'•I t 3i 1^ n 
h 
Hence, in order that the connection p in (4.1.1) with 
h 3i 
Q given by (4.1.18) be a ((^, / , ^ )-connection i t i s di c^ i-
necessary and suff ic ient that 
(4.2.5) I A t = y ( D ' i ) = € . ( D ' ? ) . 
1 31 a 0 D a 
Thus we have f 2 ] , 
* h • 
THEOREM 4 . 2 . 1 . l e t p be an affine connection on 
Di 
an almost paracontact manifold. In order that an affine 
connection p be a (<|),^,(_)-connection i t i s necessary 
^^ h 
and sufficient t ha t P can. be wri t ten as 
h * h t^h -r h 
r, = r + J + 




for any tensor A which satisfy 
n 
tA^^t =-1 (D/) =/( D 'i ). 
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THEORM 4-.2.2. On an almoct pa racon tac t manifold 
t h e r e e x i s t s a (^» "^ » "^ ^ )~°°^^®°''^i°"^* 
PROOF. Put 
A = -f ( D y ) . 
j i 3 ^ i 
Ihen c l e a r l y cond i t ion ( 4 . 2 . 3 ) i s s a t i s f i e d . I f we take 




Using (4.1.15), (4.1.18) and (4.1.16) we see that p is a 
u ji 
(((), -^ , (_ )-connection. 
4 . 3 . CURVATURE TENSOR. 
Let t h e cu rva tu re t e n s o r K of the connect ion D be 
given by 
( 4 . 3 . 1 ) K(X,Y,Z) ^ 1 ^ D^ DyZ - D^D^Z - D Z. 
LXJYJ 
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THEOREM 4.3.1. In an almost paracontact manifold 
the curvature tensor of the affine connection D satisfies 
the following, 
(a) K(X,Y,(|iZ) t= 4(K(X,Y,Z)j, 
(b) (j)(K(X,Y,f:)) = 0 = *^ (K(X,Y,(1)Z)), 
(c) t(Z) t(K(X,Y,f.)) = 1(K(X,Y,Z)), 
(d) K(X,Y, -^) = t(E(X,Y,-^))^ , 
(e) K(X,Y, ^ ) ^ ( ] ) 2 f ) = (D20'f^(K(X,Y,f )), 
(f) K(X,Y,()Z) + K(Y,Z,(1)X) + K(Z,X,(t)Y) = 0, 
C4-3-^ } (g) (D^t) 1(K(Y,Z,^) + (D^^) J_(K(Z,X,e)) 
+(D2-f)'t_(K(X,Y,^))4|Dx;j^)(K(Y,Z, ^ ) ) 
+ (B 'j_)(K(Z,X,t)) + (B 7)(K(X,Y,^)?g= 0, 
X Z ^ 
(h) ^(Bxt)l(K(Y,Z, -g)) +'L(Dy^'^(K(Z,X,^) 
+ t^D2^)'L(K(X,Y,^)) + (D^'^)(K(Y,Z,^)) 
+ (DY:^)(K(Z,X, ^ )) + (D2l)(K(X,Y,0) = 0. 
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ows 
PROOI". The proof of (4 .3 .2) ( a ) , (b) , ( c ) , (d ) , ( e ) , J 
axid (f) i s s t raightforward. For(J.3.2)(g), we have from 
(4-.3.2)(d) 
(D^KXX,! ,^) = ( D 2 f ) l ( K ( X , I , - ^ ) ) + (•D^\){1LU,Y,^))^ 
+ ^ ( (DgKXX,! , : ?? ) ) -^ . 
Wirting two other equations hy cycl ic permutation of X,Y,Z, 
adding the three equations and using Bianchi*s second iden-
t i t i e s and (4-.3.2){d), we get (4 .3 .2 ) (E) . (4-.3.2)( K) f o i l 
from {4.3.2) (^) and D^ "2^  == *[Ox " i ^ ^ • 
I t i s known that an n-dimensional manifold i s said to 
^e [ ) 3 j ( i ) ( l ) - r e c u r r e n t i f 
(4 .3 .3) (D^)((t)Y,Z,U) + E((I3^4))(Y),Z,U) = p(X)»(fi)Y,Z,U) 
( i i ) (2)-recurrent i f 
(4 .3 .4 ) (D^)((l)Y,j)Z,U) + K((D^|))(Y),(|)Z,U) + K((()Y, (D^f)) (Z),U) = 
p(X) K(<)Y,(|)Z,U) 
( i i i ) (3)-recurrent i f 
(4 .3 .5) (D^)(J)Y,Z,4U) + K((Dx<))(Y),Z,({)U)+K((|)Y,(j)Z,(])jj))(tT)) 
= ^(X) K(4)Y,(|)Z#J) 
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( i r ) (4)-recurrent i f 
(4 .3 .6) ^ {^ (DXK:) (Y,Z ,U) | + (D^f))(K(Y,Z,U)) = p(x)<)|^K(Y,Z,U)] 
where D iis a symmetric connection aM p i s a 1-form. 
Keeping in view the symmetry and the skew-symmetry of 
K in dif ferent s l o t s , we can s imi lar ly define other recurrences 
as wel l . Consequent to these def in i t ions the following theorems 
are ea s i l y ohtained. 
THEOREM 4 . 3 . 2 . l e t the (()-connection D he syinmetriG. 
Then the necessary and suff ic ient condition that the almost 
paracontact manifold he ( l ) - r ecu r r en t i s 
(D^)((|)Y, Z,U) = p(x) K(j)Y,Z,U), 
equivalent ly 
(D^)(Y,Z,U) - p(X) K(Y,Z,TJ) 
= ^(Y) ^ ( D ^ ) ( ^ , Z , U ) - f ( X ) K ( - f , Z,U)j . 
THEORM 4.3.3. let the (()-connection/be symmetric. Then 
the recurrent almost paracontact manifold ig (i)-recurrent hut 
the converse is not necessarily true, nieve (I) stands for any 
one of the cases of recurrence. 
CHAPTER Y 
HOLON0MJ_GROUPS^OT^iM0S|^P4R|GO|T4CT^MA|JFOm^ 
In t h i s chap te r we cons ide r the bundle of l ineaX 
frames over an almost p a r a c o n t a c t ma;aifold and s tudy the 
l i n e a r connection defined on t h i s bundle . We have a l s o 
given a c r i t e r i o n for an n-d imens iona l d i f f e r e n t ! a b l e 
manifold t o admit an almost p a r a c o n t a c t s t r u c t u r e i n terms 
of holonomy groups of the l i n e a r connec t ion . 
5 . 1 . BimULE OP LINEAR FRAMES. 
Let M((|), -^ , 7 ) be an almost pa racon tac t mani-
f o l d . Then as the eigen values of ^ are 0 , 1 and - 1 , a t 
a p o i n t p g M, a frame of the tangent space can be w r i t t e n 
as (e » ® ir > " i ) » where e. a r e e igen vec to rs of (j) 
cor responding t o e igen value 1 and e a re those c o r r e s -
ponding to eigen value - 1 . 
THEOREM 5 . 1 . 1 . S t r u c t u r a l group of the tangent bundle 
of l i n e a r frames over an almost pa racon tac t manifold r educes 
t o 0(h) X 0 ( n - h - l ) X 1. 
ba 
PROOF. Let M(^, -£. » ^  ) "be an almost paXacontact 
manifold and B(H, G) denote the bundle of linear frames 
over M. Let ^U \ denote the covering of M by coordinate 
neighborhoods. Then for p g U H Ug» there will be two 
frames of the tangent space at p viz. (e 
» ^Ai* 
U^ and (e^ 
form as 
> ' y ,-e) i^  
^AA ^^^ ^^ ^a* These two frames trans-
e^  
A^ 
- c^ < 
r 






/ * > 
-t.> = - c . , -e„ + D.. < 
B = G 
/ \* 
= 0 . 
Hence the transformation matrix for two frames i s given by 
(5 .1 .1 ) 
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It is knovm that the structural group of the bundle of linear 
frames reduces to group of transformation matrices of the 
frames. Hence, the structural group G of the bundle of 
linear frames over M reduces to the group of matrices of 
type (5.1.1 J, i.e., to 0(h) X 0(n-h-l) X 1. 
as 








PROOP. Refering ({) to the frame (e. , e.* , ' ^ ) 
a t p e M, we observe that the componants of (j) are given by 
i^ ^ ^^ A^ *" / A^ A^^ A A."" A"" 
A n 
^%=(^ = 0. 
" n 
Hence (j) has the representation (5.1.2), 
LEMMA. 5.1.2. 0(h) X 0(n-h-1) X 1 consists of those 
matrices of GL(n, R) which commute with the matrix (5,1.2). 
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The proof IS- s t raigl i" t forward. 
RMARK. We no te t h a t at a po in t p e M, - ^ and | _ 
can "be w r i t t e n i n the form 
t 
-€_» ro>o»'--»o,iJ; *j_^fo,o,. . . ,o,iJ . 
5 . 2 . GOUKEGTION IN B(M, G) . 
Let B (M,G) denote the bundle of l i n e a r frames over 
an almost paracontao t manifold M(()), - ^ , ^ ) with 
G- = 0(h) X O ( n - h - l ) X 1 . We in t roduce a connect ion f" i n 
B(M,G-) , def ined by an i n f i n i t e - - s ima l connec t ion i n B(M,G-)~ 
( c f . f 9 1 , p . 6 0 ) . Then f i s complete ly determined by 
connec t ion form CO with va lues i n the L i e - a l g e b r a of ff. Then 
f o r a neighborhood U with l o c a l c ro s s s e c t i o n i n B(M,Gr),6L3 
can be r e p r e s e n t e d by a n X n matr ix^ v iz 
r % 
00 








THEOREM 5,2.1. The linear connection p is a 
(^ -connection. 
PROOF. Let D denote the covariant differentiation 
with respect to f" . Then calculating the componants of D(() 
we get (cf. [ 9 ] , p. 63) 
D (|) 
/"A ^\^ " > 
= 03 - OJ = 0 . 
- ^ V - ^  V^ " ^  *n 
= O ^ -^ (JO;; = 0. 
= - OJ , - a ; K = 0 . 
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D fc ^  = d (|) . + CO j) , ^ C^^ K + ^n t ' * 
^ A* f A ' ' A" 
- 'I^ 'f'/' - '^ ' V" '^ Z *-
_ - c o ^ + OJ^ = 0 . 
Simi lar ly we have 
4 fJ*' n n n 
D f =D(|>'^ = D { j ) = D ^ i f i = B ( t ) = 0 . 
n n / y^ n 
Hence 
D (}) = 0 . 
The curvature form of P i s defined by 
(5 .2 .2) _/Lj= do), + CO^A ^^ " 
The Bianchi i d e n t i t y are C ^ l * 
(5 .2 .3) d-^'.' = J^^ACOj - ^ A - ^ J ' 
Prom the r e l a t i o n (5 .2 ,2) we have 
(5.2.4) -52_ = dW + COACAi + ( A , A ^ + 0\t\^j^ 
A A /^  
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\' %' '^ P 
( 5 . 2 . 5 ) - ^ \ f d C O ^ + CXJ^At>3,( . 
Also, we have 
C o n t r a c t i n g the r e l a t i o n s ( 5 . 2 . 4 ) and ( 5 . 2 . 5 ) we get 
* >^ 
^ > A' ^ 
Now 
^Jllr. ( _ ^ +_a: +0) = d( oJ^ + oo . ) 
(5.;?.6) 
= d( 6 0 — 1) = d oj', 
Put Y = - ^ ^ . Then ^ i s a 2-fonn on M, we c a l l ^ "•^ ^^  
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c form of the connect ion |"~ £ 9 2 * 3^?om 
( 5 . 2 . 6 ) , i t fol lows t h a t Y i s a c losed form. uS. de f ines a 
1-form 9 on M i f p S ' i s the i nve r se image of '^ under 
t h e p r o j e c t i o n map p# *5ien we have 
p * ^ = de . 
Thus V '^ i s homologous to zero on B (M,G- ) . The cohomological 
c l a s s o f ' ^ on M does n o t depend on the connec t ion under 
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consideration (cf. f 9 l , p. 192). Consider another connec-
tion r on B(M, G-) satisfying Theorem (5.2.1). Then 
-^_^= d(oo^ . - Zo|) 
where a J - o 3 ' . de f ines a l-form on M. IThus ^ - ^ i s homologous 
t o zero on M. The form "^ d e f i n e s an e n t i r e cohomology c l a s s 
of degree 2 . 
5.3o HOLONOMY GROUPS OF P 
Let ^ (UQ) denote t h e homogeneous holonomy group 
of |"~ a t u (3 M. Then we prove the fo l lowing , 
PUNDiMElfTAL THEORM. A neces sa ry and s u f f i c i e n t con-
d i t i o n for an n-d imens iona l d i f f e r e n t i a b l e manifold M, to 
admit an almost pa racon tac t s t r u c t u r e i s t h a t , i t admits a 
l i n e a r connect ion r— whose homogeneous holonomy group i s a 
subgroup of 0(h) X 0 ( n - h - l ) X I . 
PROOF. Suppose M admits ah almost p a r a c o n t a c t 
s t r u c t u r e s ' ( ( | i , - ^ , \J) , Then by Theorem ( 5 . 2 . 1 ) , t h e r e e x i s t s 
a l i n e a r connect ion P on M which l eaves (j) c o v a r i a n t 
c o n s t a n t . Let U be a coo rd ina t e neighborhood of M with 
1 2 
c o o r d i n a t e system (x, x , , , , x ) • 
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Consider a plecewise d i f fe ren t i ab le curve u^ on U, 
defined "by 
1 n 
u^ = (x ( t ) , . . . , x ( t ) ) , 0 < t < . 1 . 
This curve induces a mapping 6^ of the tensor space of 
type ( r , s ) at u^ onto tha t at u^ (cf. [ 1 5 3 , p . 92) 
Since IXJ) = 0, we have (cf. T 15 J , 15.8, p . 89) 
- (4(^)) 0 . 
Hence (J> . along the curve i s always mapped onto a constant 
tensor (j)^ ^ at u^. 
Even i f u. i s not contained in a s ingle coordinate 
neighborhood we get the same conclusion, by the above argument 
applied to each coordinate neighborhood which covers u , . In 
pa r t i cu la r^ (f)^  i s le<pt invar iant by the homogeneous holonomy 
group ^ (%) of n at UQ. Hence by Lemma ( 5 . 1 . 2 ) , ^ (u^) 
i s a subgroup of 0(h) X 0(n-h- l ) X 1. 
Conversely, suppose that M admits a l i n e a r connection 
whose homogeneous holonomy group S^ (u ) at u Is a sub-
group of 0(h) XO(n-h-l ) X 1. Thus H^ (u^) leaves invariant 
a (1,1) tensor ^^^ at u^ sa t i s fy ing 
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^ = I - l . « > ^ , <t5 ( ^ ) = 0 , '7o(|) = 0 , 
U o t^o ^o UO C^ " ' ^ ^ UO 
^ ( -2; ) = 1. 
Hence, (cf. C l 5 ] f p. 94-), M admits a (1,1) tensor f i e l d 
(|), a vector f ie ld - ^ and a 1-fonn ' ^ sa t i s fy ing 
(j) = I - ^ ® ^ , (|)(^ ) = 0, 'L -^ = 0 , »2_( g ) = 1 
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